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Maxum 2400 SC3 - 2006

SOLD

Length
23’ 11”
Beam
8’ 6”
Draft Down 3’ 0”
Fuel
70 gals.
Water
10 gals.
Waste
N/A
Weight
4,168#
Deadrise
22 deg
Sleeps
2
Power
Mercruiser 5.0L MPI, 260 hp, Bravo III, ~420 hrs
Accommodations
Cuddy Cabin: Bench seating converts to double berth for two with filler cushion. Side shelving, overhead
hatch with screen, reading lights, stereo speakers, stow-able table, berber carpet, Porta Potti MDS portable
head (can be hooked up to pump-out), lockable sliding cabin door
Cockpit:
Adjustable high back pedestal helm seats (2) with flip-up bolsters, wrap-around passenger bench seating
converts to sun lounge with filler cushion, refreshment centre with sink and dedicated cooler storage, cooler,
stow-able cocktail table, transom gate, snap-in berber carpets, walk-through windshield with molded steps,
stereo at helm with remote control, lockable glove box, swim platform BBQ mount and concealed ladder, 12V
accessory outlet, lockable transom storage bin with padded seat.

Canvas Systems
New Sunbrella bimini, camper back with screened side curtains (Oct 2020)
New Sunbrella mooring/travel cover (Oct 2020)

Navigation/Electronics
Raymarine Dragonfly 7 sonar/chart plotter (Navionics chip) w/new Raymarine transducer (2021)
Compass
Sony AM/FM/CD/SAT Bluetooth stereo at helm w/cabin and cockpit speakers
Faria white-faced instrument cluster, including trim and digital depth gauges

Equipment
Concealed lightweight Fortress G-7 anchor w/chain lead and rope in bow anchor locker
Stainless steel anchor roller
Spare Navy anchor (transom locker)
New batteries (2) for engine start (2020) and deep-cycle house power (2021) with selector switch
Dickenson Sea B Que barbeque with pedestal and mount for swim platform
Automatic bilge pump
Gas-assisted engine hatch
10 gallon water tank
Swim platform washdown/hand shower
All existing mooring and safety equipment
All existing manuals

Included:
LoadRite 5 Star aluminum tandem axle trailer (brakes serviced summer 2020)
All details are believed to be correct, but not guaranteed by owner or Broker. Some information may have been sourced from manufacturer's brochures. It is the
Purchaser's responsibility to have all engines, systems and integrity of the vessel inspected.
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Broker's Comments:
Introduced in 2004, Maxum's 2400 SC3 is a great entry level cuddy cabin cruiser capable of overnight
camping, comfortable day cruises and has the speed and agility to also double as a ski or wakeboard boat
on occasion. Maxum has focused on convertible seating to provide a very versatile layout in the cockpit and
in the cabin. A generous swim platform with gated access through the transom provides easy water access
for swimming or boarding from a dock. Molded steps at the helm make for safe and easy access through the
windshield for mooring or anchoring. A deep-V hull (22 deg deadrise) and high freeboard make for a
comfortable, dry ride even in rougher conditions.
This low-hour 2400 SC3 comes equipped for turn-key cruising and the package includes a matched trailer.
The 5.0L MPI engine with dual prop Bravo III drive has plenty of power for comfortable cruising and and
delivers top-end speeds approaching 50 mph when the need (or urge) arises. The current owner has just
added a brand new Sunbrella camper top and a matching mooring cover that allows side curtains to be
removed for protection from the sun when mooring for an extended period.
Overall, this is a beautifully maintained sport boat, capable of safely handling a wide variety of
boating/cruising activities. Taking trailer, recent upgrades, low hours and overall condition into account, we
think you'll be hard pressed to find better value for your boating dollar.
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